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Abstract
This paper describes SingDistVis, an information visualization technique for fundamental
frequency (F0) trajectories of large-scale singing data where numerous singers sing the same
song. SingDistVis allows to explore F0 trajectories interactively by combining two views:
OverallView and DetailedView. OverallView visualizes a distribution of the F0 trajectories
of the song in a time-frequency heatmap. When a user specifies an interesting part, Detailed-
View zooms in on the specified part and visualizes singing assessment (rating) results. Here,
it displays high-rated singings in red and low-rated singings in blue. When the user clicks on
a particular singing, the audio source is played and its F0 trajectory through the song is dis-
played in OverallView. We selected heatmap-based visualization for OverallView to provide
an overview of a large-scale F0 dataset, and polyline-based visualization for DetailedView
to provide a more precise representation of a small number of particular F0 trajectories. This
paper introduces a subjective experiment using 1,000 singing voices to determine suitable
visualization parameters. Then, this paper presents user evaluations where we asked partic-
ipants to compare visualization results of four types of Overview+Detail designs and con-
cluded that the presented design archived better evaluations than other designs in all the seven
questions. Finally, this paper describes a user experiment in which eight participants com-
pare SingDistVis with a baseline implementation in exploring interested singing voices and
concludes that the proposed SingDistVis archived better evaluations in nine of the questions.

Keywords F0 trajectories · Overview+Detail visualization · Visualization for singings ·
Music visualization · Singing voice · Singing assessment · Singing information processing ·
Music information retrieval

1 Introduction

Many people sing the same songs and upload them on video sharing and social karaoke
services, such as Niconico, YouTube, and Smule. Collections of the same songs performed
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by different singers [11] increase the viewing pleasure of original songs and lead to the
discovery of new favorite content and artists. Furthermore, because voice timbre and singing
style are important factors that characterize the individuality and similarity of singings, the
analysis of large-scale data of various singings of the same song is important for evaluating
and comprehending the characteristics of human singing voice perception and singing styles.
It is especially interesting to discover particular parts of the melody of a song that are difficult
only for novice singers or even for expert singers. Or, it is also interesting to observe how
user-interested expert singers have characteristics of their singing.

Since singing voice plays a central role in popular music [14], many singing-related
technologies and singing interfaces technologies that are indispensable for singing analy-
sis/synthesis have been actively studied in recent years [8, 9]. Focusing on visualization
technique,

1. visualization of time-series acoustic data for one or a few singing voices [13, 17, 23, 25,
31, 32, 43], and

2. visualization of relationships between multiple songs [11, 19, 36]

have been studied.
In addition to the above twovisualization research directions, alongwith the popularization

of social media and user-generated content, a new research direction for singing visualization
can be considered, i.e., the simultaneous visualization of numerous time-series acoustic data.
Since many amateur singers have submitted their singing voices covering famous songs to
video-sharing or social karaoke platforms, large-scale recordings covering the same songhave
accumulated and are useful for singing research. By leveraging such covers, visualization of
the tendency of the acoustic features of numerous singing voices and detailed comparison of
the voices can be useful for singing analysis and training.

However, to the best of our knowledge, the simultaneous visualization of numerous time-
series acoustic data has not been studied except in the literature by Tsuzuki et al. [40].
Although they proposed utilizing a heatmap to show the fundamental frequency (F0, a
physical quantity that corresponds to pitch) distribution for 4,941 singers, the visualization
technique is only for a short-time local segment, and its efficiency has not been evaluated.

To summarize, there have been no studies for visualization of a large number of singings
that satisfy the followings:

• Display the distribution and transition of F0 of all the singers through the song and assist
the discovery of user-interested phrases of the melody.

• Display the detailed transition of F0 in a short phrase and assist the comparative obser-
vation between novice and expert singers.

In terms of more general purposes, visualizing large-scale data has been utilized for
information retrieval [2, 12] and data analysis [4, 28]. The available techniques for multiple
time-series are the polyline charts and scatterplots [41], brightness and hue [15, 33], line
thickness [21], and density-based polylines [30, 45]. Such general-purpose visualization
techniques can be applied to the visualization of the transition of F0; however, we need to
carefully select the visualization techniques. Although the F0 trajectory of one singing voice
(or several singing voices) is typically drawn by a line chart, a line chart including numerous
F0 trajectories (numerous polylines) causes the visual cluttering problem and the data cannot
be read, as shown in Fig. 1.

Based on the above background, this paper proposes SingDistVis, a technique for visual-
izing numerous F0 trajectories singing the same song. To solve the problem demonstrated in
Fig. 1, we used the straightforward but powerful “Overview+Detail” architecture [6] to build
SingDistVis, which combines the following two views:
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Fig. 1 Visual cluttering problem: Polylines are unsuitable for simultaneous visualization of numerous F0
trajectories

OverallView Two heatmap views are displayed: the F0 distribution of the entire song and
the F0 variance at each time. The F0 distribution heatmap can be used to capture singing
tendency while avoiding the visual cluttering problem, and the F0 variance heatmap can be
used to find parts where high-rated and/or low-rated1 singing voices are singing in various
ways. From high variance parts for high-rated singing voices, users may discover unique
singing based on the performers’ individuality or difficult parts even for skilled singers. In
contrast, from high variance parts for low-rated singing voices, users may discover difficult
parts for beginners. Then, the users can interactively specify a partial section.

DetailedView This view draws polylines to visualize the focused local F0 trajectories
with high time-frequency resolution. To avoid the visual cluttering problem, the number
of polylines can be limited. Furthermore, each singing voice’s singing assessment result is
color-coded, which can help decide which F0 trajectory to focus on. Users can understand
the tendency of the selected singer while comparing it with other singers during the whole
song by overlaying the polyline of the singer on the OverallView.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• This paper proposes the unique visualization design that applies a heatmap for Overal-
lView and a polyline chart for DetailedView.

• This paper shows the appropriateness of the visual design by subjective user evaluations
shown in Section 5.2.

• Through the user experiments presented in Section 6, this paper demonstrates that the
interaction mechanism between the above two views is effective for comparing a large
number of singings and discoverying interesting phrases.

This paper is an extended version of a domestic conference paper [16]. This paper intro-
duces an extended implementation and additional user evaluations in addition to the contents
presented by the domestic conference paper.

2 Related work

This section introduces related studies including visualization for singings and general-
purpose information visualization techniques for time-series datasets such as F0 trajectories.

2.1 Visualization for singings

Visualization has been applied to the analysis and understanding of music and other mul-
timedia content. Visualization is especially useful for the overview of a large number of

1 Singing voices are manually rated in this study. A detailed example is shown in Section 4.
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works and is actually applied to represent their distributions such as movie emotion map
[7]. Also, various two-dimensional time-frequency representations have been proposed for
acoustic applications [29]. The paper described that “The distinctive two-dimensional time-
frequency visualization can produce better features for audio detection and classification
tasks” [29].

As examples of music visualization, Rau et al. [35] presented a system for the assistance
of composition processes by visualizing melodies applying using piano roll, cycle plot, node-
link chart, and similarity-based scatterplot. Carter-Enyi et al. [5] verified the usability of a
famous visualization technique that connects similar parts of a pair of music by drawing arcs.
There have also been several survey papers on music visualization [18, 22].

Studies on visualization of singings, focusing on transitions of F0, have a long history.
Numerous studies [13, 25, 32] have focused on the visualization of F0 trajectory in a song
to improve the singing ability. There have been studies that summarize F0 trajectories into
note units and visualize pitch deviation [31, 43]. Furthermore, visualizations using F0 and
volume as two axes [23] and using F0 and F0 difference as two axes [17] have been reported
to represent the differences in singing styles. However, these studies just visualized one or a
few singing voices.

Meanwhile, several studies have focused on the visualization of relationships between
multiple singings. Hamasaki et al. proposed Songrium RelayPlay [11], which automatically
connects each song and plays them back as a single song while visualizing the number of
times each song is played. Tsuzuki et al. proposed Unisoner [40], a system that can create a
virtual chorus by playing multiple songs simultaneously. They also proposed a technique for
improving the accuracy of F0 estimation by using 4,941 F0s as well as a visualization of F0
distribution locally as a heatmap. These techniques just visualize a small number of singings
or a short part of a song; in other words, these studies have not visualized the F0 distribution
of a large number of singings through a whole song.

Recent studies archived visualization of a large number of singings. Shen et al. [36]
visualized the distribution of features of singings in a latent space as scatterplots. Similar
representations applying dimension reduction and scatterplots to the high-dimensional fea-
tures have been applied to a large number of songs or singings for the purpose of singer
identification [44], singer diarization [38] and singer timbre evaluation [39]. However, it
is difficult to represent the transitions of F0 of a large number of singings by such visual
representations.

Table 1 summarizes the limitations of the related work and the main advantages of
SingDistVis.

2.2 Information visualization for time-series datasets

F0 trajectories can be viewed as a time-series dataset. The following are typical visualizations
that can be applied to such time-series dataset with K samples each of which has real values
at time t :

A: Polyline charts or scatterplots with T timesteps on one axis and real values on the other
[34, 41, 42].

B: Density heatmaps encoding the density of 2D (time-frequency) data into color or bright-
ness [20, 42].

C : A matrix with T timesteps on one axis and the K samples align along the other axis, and
the real values are represented as brightness and hue [15, 33] or line thickness [21].
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Table 1 Comparison of studies on visualization of singings

Reference Features and limitations

[13, 17, 23, 25, 31, 32, 43] Visualization of F0 trajectory in a song.

Just one or a few singings are visualized.

[11, 40] Visualization of F0 trajectory in a song.

A small number of singings are a short part of a song is visualized

[36, 38, 39, 44] Visualization of distribution of a large number of singings by scatterplots

Transitions of F0 is not directly visualized.

SingDistVis Visualization of distribution of F0 trajectories as a heatmap.

A large number of singings through a whole song is visualized.

Detailed F0 trajectories in a user-interested part is also finely visualized

Polyline charts (A) are more suitable for continuity representation than scatterplots (A) and
the limited number of polylines can be useful to display them in detail. In addition, density
heatmaps (B) can be used to visualize charts with large K . Finally, in the case of (C), line
thickness is not adequate for large K and the color is not suitable for distinguishing changes
in values [26]. We adopted the density heatmap (B) for OverallView and the polyline chart
(A) for DetailedView.

Accordingly, SingDistVis can provide singing skill visualization by color-coded polylines.

3 SingDistVis: visualization of the numerous F0 trajectories

This section first describes the system design of the presented system, SingDistVis, and
then presents the implementation details of two views of SingDistVis: OverallView and
DetailedView.

3.1 Objective and system design

As described in Section 1, this study aims to the visualization of F0 trajectories of a large
number of singings satisfying the following requirements:

R1: Discovery of particular parts of a song that are difficult only for novice singers or even
expert singers.

R2: Understanding of differences in singing between novice and expert singers at the par-
ticular parts of the song.

R3: Observation of how user-interested novice/expert singers have characteristics of their
singing.

SingDistVis, the system for visualization of a large number of singings, has been developed
to satisfy the above requirements. This section describes the system overview and processing
flow of SingDistVis. Figure 2 depicts the operation scenario in which users specify the area
of interest in the OverallView and select one singing voice in the DetailedView. By using
this technique, users can briefly observe the F0 distribution using OverallView. The users can
specify the area of interest in OverallView by also using the F0 variance heatmap and then
displaying the polylines in the area in DetailedView. They can specify a specific singing in
DetailedView to listen to it and observe its F0 trajectory.
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Fig. 2 Snapshots and operating procedures of SingDistVis. (1) OverallView: The F0 distribution for numerous
singing voices of the entire song and the F0 variance at each time are each visualized as a heatmap. (2)
DetailedView: F0s in the rectangular area specified in the OverallView are visualized as colored polylines.
The color of each polyline corresponds to the singing assessment result, red is for high, and blue is for the low
rating. (3) Superimposed display in OverallView of an F0 trajectory selected in the DetailedView

3.2 Supposed data structure

Let S be a set of K singing voices as follows:

S = {s1, ..., sk , ..., sK }, sk = {pk1, ..., pkt , ..., pkT , ek}, (1)

where sk denotes the F0 series of the k-th singing voice, pkt denotes its log F0 at time t ,
and T is the total number of sampled timesteps. The value of pkt is set to zero if silent.
ek denotes the assessment value for the k-th singing, which is based on the 5-point Likert
scale (as interval scale) for evaluation of the singing skill. The F0 series among S are aligned
automatically because they all need to be the same length and time synchronized.

Figure 3 illustrates the supposed structure of the input datasets. The k-th singing has an
assesment value ek , and a sequence of F0 values pk1 to pkT . These values are consumed
while generating both OverallView and DetailedView.

3.3 OverallView: heatmap representation of the entire song

OverallView visualizes the overall distribution of F0 trajectories by a heatmap. Users can
specify a rectangular region in the heatmap so that users can explore the details of the F0
trajectories. Also, OverallView features another thin heatmap that represents the F0 variance.
This section presents the implementation details of these functions.

3.3.1 Generating heatmap

The left part of Fig. 4 illustrates the generation of the heatmap in OverallView. The density
distribution of the numerous F0 trajectories is represented by a rectangular heatmap R divided
into N×M subranges. Here, the horizontal axis of the heatmap represents the time axis along
which the song duration is divided into N parts, and the vertical axis represents the frequency
axis along which the target range of the log F0 is divided into M parts. We first compute a
discrete time-frequency density function R(n,m) where n and m denote the horizontal and
vertical position of a subrange, and then compute a F0 distribution heatmap represented by
intensity I (n,m).
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Fig. 3 Supposed structure of an input dataset. Each singing has an assesment value and a sequence of F0
values

R(n,m) is computed by counting the number of polylines contained in the subrange of
(n,m). Take note of the description: tstart = t1, tend = tN+1, pmin = f1, pmax = fM+1.
We calculate to which rectangular region of the above lattice structure pkl belongs. In other
words, we specify the values u and v that satisfy tu < k < tu+1 and fv < pkl < fv+1, where
u denotes the position of the rectangular region from the left and v denotes the position of
the rectangular region from the bottom. By using the R(n,m), I (n,m) is then computed as
follows:

I (n,m) = 1.0 − α · R(n,m)γ , (2)

Here, α and γ are adjustable variables affecting brightness and contrast, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 5. The larger α is, the lower the brightness is in the area where ruv is high.

Fig. 4 Processing flow of the generation of OverallView and DetailedView
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Fig. 5 Visualization examples under several settings of α and γ

Meanwhile, the greater the value of γ , the greater the contrast between the areas where ruv

is large. Our implementation provides a user interface to interactively adjust these variables.

3.3.2 Manipulating rectangular regions on a heatmap

A rectangular region depicting a certain time range and the F0 range is superimposed in
OverallView. This rectangular region can be switched between “movable mode” and “stop
mode” by clicking the mouse. Shift operations are applied in movable mode. The F0 trajec-
tories that correspond to the inside of the rectangular region are displayed as polylines in
DetailedView in stop mode.

3.3.3 Schematic representation of F0 variance

OverallView also displays the F0 variance at each timestep at the bottom with a black back-
ground. The variance values for the high-/low-rated singing voices are visualized using a
red/blue heatmap, respectively. A 5-point Likert scale (as an interval scale) was used to
assign ratings. A singing voice that receives a 4 or 5 rating is considered high-rated; a 1 or 2
rating is considered low-rated.

The above global heatmaps of the F0 distribution and variance can be used as useful hints
to select a local area (e.g., a phrase) and to show it in detail. The user can select its area
by using the mouse to move/resize a rectangular shape that is placed on the F0 distribution
heatmap. In the following DetailedView, F0 trajectories that correspond to the interior of the
specified area are presented as polylines.

3.4 DetailedView: polyline representation of the local area of user’s interest

The F0 trajectories that pass the rectangular region of OverallView are drawn as a set of
polylines in DetailedView. This view features the following functions for drawing polylines
from the F0 trajectories of a large number of singings.

• F0 trajectories inside the recutangular region described in Section 3.3.2 are drawn.
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• The appropriateness of the timing is visualized by highlighting the start and end of each
F0 trajectory (i.e., onset and offset). DetailedView draws a point of a specific size at pkl
if pk(l−1) = 0 or pk(l+1) = 0.

• The number of polylines to be drawn is controlled by a samplingmethod described below.
• The color and opacity of polylines are determined by the assessment of the singing.
• OverallView displays the F0 of the user-selected singing as a polyline when a particular
polyline in DetailedView is selected.

The right part of Fig. 4 illustrates the above functions in DetailedView.
To avoid visual cluttering, DetailedView enables controlling the number of polylines to

draw simultaneously by using random sampling defined as follows:

β(ek) · zk > Z thres (3)

where zk is a uniform random value ranging over 0.0 ≤ zk ≤ 1.0, and Z thres is an adjustable
threshold value used to control the number of polylines. Our implementation provides a user
interface to interactively adjust this threshold. β(ek) is a coefficient according to the singing
assessment ek . In our current implementation, β(ek) is defined as

• β(ek) = 1.0 when ek = 2 or 5,
• β(ek) = 0.8 when ek = 4,
• β(ek) = 0.5 when ek = 1 or 3.

to emphasize low-/high-rated singing voices. Since it turns out that the F0 of singing voices
with ek = 1 tends to be toomuch deviated and is not useful to be emphasized,we deemphasize
it and emphasize ek = 2 instead.

The number of polylines can be adjusted so that only lines of low-rated singings are drawn
more frequently, or only lines of high-rated singings are drawn more frequently. The number
of polylines can be adjusted so that only lines of low-rated (or high-rated) singings are drawn
more frequently. When the rectangular region of OverallView is set to stop mode or the value
of Z thres is changed, sampling is performed in our implementation.

Figure 6 shows visualization examples on different values of Z thres. Here, F0 trajectories
of high-rated singing voices (ek = 4 or ek = 5) are drawn in red; low-rated voices (ek = 1

Fig. 6 Controlling the number of polylines by changing Zthres (red/blue indicates high/low-rated singing
voices)
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or ek = 2) are drawn in blue; other voices (ek = 3) are drawn in gray. Opacity of polylines
is defined as β(ek).

Users can select a particular F0 by clicking a polyline or clicking a voice’s identification
code shown in the text area. The selected F0 polyline can also be superimposed on the F0
distribution heatmap in OverallView to compare it with other singing voices throughout the
song.

Also, they can select a singing using a dialog window that displays the list of singings
drawn in DetailedView ordered by the distance with the average F0 or minimum distance
with another singing. When a user selects a singing, the whole transition of F0 is displayed
as a polyline in OverallView, and the audio source of the selected singing is played.

4 Examples

4.1 Specification of user-interested regions on OverallView

Figure 7 depicts an example of OverallView and six examples of DetailedView derived from
various positions of the rectangular region on OverallView. In OverallView (upper part of
Fig. 7), the darker the F0 distribution heatmap, the more singers sing at the same pitch. The
red and blue heatmaps at the bottom (i.e., the F0 variance for the high-/low-rated singing
voices) can help users choose which regions are of interest. A region with high variance,
for example, may tend to be sung in different ways and let users discover interesting good
singing voices with unique styles. Or, such a high variance region may simply be difficult
and wrongly sung by singers. Users might want to practice its region by singing repeatedly.

4.2 Detailed observation of the singing evaluation and F0 trajectory on
DetailedView

Figure 7(1) and (2) show long tones after a descending scale. In Fig. 7(1) with a red and blue
high-variance region in OverallView, red polylines form a thick band with a wide range in
F0 even among high-rated singers. Skilled singers might want to practice in such a region.
On the other hand, in Fig. 7(2) with a blue high-variance region in OverallView, low-rated
singers tend to miss the F0s more widely than high-rated singers.

Figure 7(3), (4), and (5) depict phrases in which the scale moves significantly up and
down. These examples demonstrate that the sung F0s differed significantly between high-and

Fig. 7 An example of OverallView and six examples of DetailedView. In DetailedView, dark red indicates
high singing assessment value (ek = 5) and dark blue indicates low singing assessment value (ek = 2)
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low-rated singers (i.e., the F0s of low-rated singers show wider deviation). Figure 7(5) and
(6) show a wide range of F0 at the end of the phrase, even for high-rated singers.

4.3 Superimposed polylines on OverallView

Figure 8 shows examples of specific polylines being overlaid in OverallView after a user
selects them by clicking operations on Fig. 7(1).

The polyline shown in Fig. 8(1) was selected from the area in which the red polylines were
concentrated in Fig. 7(1). Throughout the song, the singer corresponding to this polyline sang
with a good F0. Most high-rated singers had similar polylines (F0 trajectories). As shown in
Fig. 8(2), however, a few high-rated singers had different polylines from most of the singers.
We listened to singing voices corresponding to such polylines and found that themain reasons
for such deviations include unique singing styles as well as errors in the automatic temporal
alignment and F0 estimation.

Both polylines shown inFig. 8(3) and (4) correspond to low-rated singing voices.Although
the polyline in Fig. 8(4) was significantly deviated, the polyline in Fig. 8(3) was not much
deviated. In the latter case, even though the F0was not deviated, other vocal properties that do
not appear in the F0 trajectory, such as vocal timbre, are considered reasons for the low-rated
voice.

Fig. 8 F0 trajectories of some singers displayed as polylines. Here (1) and (2) show examples of high-rated
singers, while (3) and (4) are examples of low-rated singers. The figures depict that singers in (1) and (3) had
similar F0 trajectories as many other singers, while (2) and (4) had different ones from others
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4.4 Potential application scenario

The followings are examples of typical application scenarios of SingDistVis.

• For vocal coaches: The OverallView can display the F0 variance of the high-/low-rated
singing voices using the red/blue heatmap. It helps vocal coaches understand which parts
of the melody need training for both novice and expert singers, or which parts need
training especially for novice singers. For the former, the vocal coaches can use the
DetailedView to observe how both novice and expert singers cannot sing the accurate F0,
as demonstrated in Fig. 7(1). For the latter, the DetailedView can represent how novice
and expert singers sing the same melody differently, as demonstrated in Fig. 7(2). The
vocal coaches can then plan different vocal training for novice and expert singers.

• For novice singers: The OverallView can display the F0 polyline of the particular singer
superimposed on the F0 distribution heatmap, as shown in Fig. 8. A novice singer can
use this to compare his/her own singing with others throughout the song, and find which
parts of the melody he/she sings differently. Then, by specifying a notable part of the
song, the singer can use the DetailedView to compare his/her own singing in detail with
high-rated singing voices, as shown in Fig. 7. The singer can thus understand how the
high-rated singers are different from him/her.

5 Subjective evaluations

We conducted subjective evaluations to investigate suitable visualization parameters (α, γ ,
and Z thres) as introduced in Section 5.1, and to prove the effectiveness of the visualization
design as introduced in Section 5.2.

In the evaluations, we constructed a dataset consisting of randomly sampled 1,000 singing
voices from the unaccompanied acoustic data of 231,278 singing voices singing “Let It Go”
in DAMP [1] called “Let It Go Vocal Performances.” Here, F0 trajectory of each singing was
estimated automatically from the acoustic data using pYIN [24], and all F0 trajectories were
aligned automatically by maximizing the cross-correlation. The size of the F0 distribution
heatmap in the OverallView was set to N = 1000, M = 480, and the target frequency was
set to four octaves ranging from 110 Hz to 1760 Hz (A1 to A5 in the musical scale).

To assess the singing skill of all 1,000 singing voices, we hired an evaluator who had 12
years of piano experience and asked her to rate each singing voice on a 5-point Likert scale
(as an interval scale) as ek based on accuracy, musicality, and vocal quality by listening to
its chorus section. She used the original version sung by Idina Menzel as a reference during
the evaluation process.

We invited 18 participants who are all undergraduate students majoring in computer sci-
ence for two evaluations introduced in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.

5.1 Selection of parameter values

There have been several studies that demonstrate the importance of setting appropriate
parameters to improve the visualization results [27, 37, 42]. We therefore generated mul-
tiple visualization images by adjusting α, γ (See (2)) and Z thres (See (3)).
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5.1.1 Selection of heatmap parameter values of OverallView

To investigate visualization parameters of the F0 distribution heatmap in OverallView (α and
γ ), we prepared twenty different images with the combination of α = {1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0}
and γ = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}. The twenty images on one screenwere presented simultaneously
to each participant. All images are arranged in the order of α increasing from left to right
and γ increasing from bottom to top (i.e., four rows and five columns arrangement).

From the 20 images,we asked the participants to select three images that best corresponded
to the following two questions:

Q1: Which imagewould the participantmost like to use for the overall display of the singing?
Q2: Which image is suitable to zoom in and select the part you want to check?

To reduce the influence of the location in the song, three song excerpts (each of 80 seconds)
were applied to the above evaluations.

Figure 9 shows the aggregated results of the participants’ selections. This result shows that
the combination of parameter values α = 3.0 and γ = 0.3 was one of the most preferable
combinations for both Q1 and Q2. Therefore, we determined these were a set of suitable
parameters, and used them in the evaluation experiments shown in Section 5.2.

5.1.2 Parameter for the number of polylines in DetailedView

To investigate the visualization parameter for DetailedView (Z thres), we generated ten differ-
ent images according to the value of Z thres = {0.5, 0.7, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.93, 0.95, 0.97, 0.98,
0.99}. The generated ten images were also presented to participants with a single screen. All
images were arranged in five rows and two columns in the order of Z thres increasing from
the upper left to the lower right in the screen.

From the ten images, we asked the participants to select two images that best corresponded
to the following questions:

Q3: Which image would the participant feel easy to find out whether a high-rated singer is
singing with an accurate pitch, a singer who is high-rated but dares to shift the pitch, or
a singer who has an accurate pitch but is low-rated?

Q4: Which imagewould bemost useful in determiningwhether a singerwho sings differently
from the majority (the other singers) is purposefully managing their pitch as a singing
method, or whether the out-of-tune is unintentionally due to a lack of singing skill or a
limited bit of training?

Q5: Which image would the participant feel easy to analyze while comparing the singing
assessment result with the accuracy of the pitch?

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4

2Q1Q

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4

Fig. 9 Distributions of answers for Q1 and Q2
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Q6: Which image would the participant feel likely to find a singer the participant would like
to focus on?

To reduce the influence depending on the phrase, four randomly selected local areas were
presented.

Figure 10 shows the aggregated results of the participants’ selections. This result denotes
the image with Z thres = 0.95 was the most answered for three questions Q3 to Q5, and also
themost answered by totaling all the questions. Based on the result, we adopted Z thres = 0.95
in the experiments described in Section 5.2.

5.2 Validation of visualization design

This section introduces user evaluations that validate the appropriateness of the proposed
visual design.

5.2.1 Evaluation of combination of OverallView and DetailedView

To validate our proposed Overview+Detail design, four combinations of heatmaps (H) and
polylines (L) for OverallView (O) and DetailedView (D) were generated as images to use
evaluation. In other words, we prepared the following four implementations:

• OH-DH (heatmaps for both OverallView and DetailedView)
• OL-DL (polylines for both OverallView and DetailedView)
• OL-DH (polylines for OverallView and heatmaps for DetailedView)
• OH-DL (heatmaps for OverallView and polylines for DetailedView)

Here, OH-DL is our proposed design while others are comparative designs. We generated
four images using each of these implementations.

Then, we asked participants to comparatively evaluate the four images. The combinations
of questions Q7 to Q11 described below and the generated images were presented randomly
to the participants. The participants evaluated by answering the following questions (themark
* means negative questions) on a 7-point Likert scale (as an interval scale). The questions
Q7 to Q10 are based on the System Usability Scale (SUS) [3] developed for system usability
study.

Q7: I would like to use it frequently.
Q8∗: I found it unnecessarily complex.
Q9: I thought it was easy to use.

Q10∗: I needed technical support to use it.
Q11: I thought it is suitable for simultaneous visualization of numerous singing voices.

60
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Fig. 10 Distributions of answers for Q3 to Q6
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Fig. 11 Distribution of answers for Q7 to Q11 and results of hypothesis testing. Numbers denote the signifi-
cance levels

Figure 11 shows the distribution of the answers. The Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test was per-
formed and the pairs for which the null hypothesis was rejected are shown in the figure along
with their significance levels. This figure shows that the proposed design (OH-DL) had higher
values for positive questions (Q7, Q9, and Q11) and lower values for negative questions (Q8*
and Q10*). The exception was for Q8*, where OH-DH was also highly preferred.

5.2.2 Evaluation of individual visualization

Furthermore, we generated four images from the following implementation:

• OL (polylines for OverallView)
• OH (heatmaps for OverallView)
• DL (polylines for DetailedView)
• DH (heatmaps for DetailedView)

where OH and DL are used in our proposed designs.
Then, we asked participants to comparatively evaluate the images with the following

questions, Q12 and Q13, on a 7-point Likert scale (as an interval scale).

Q12: It is easy to find the parts where many singers are singing at the same pitch.
Q13: It is easy to find areas where participants can find large differences in singing styles

between singers.

Figure 12 shows the distribution of the answers. We also present the results of Wilcoxon’s
rank-sum test. Q12 is a question that assumes a task using OverallView, and the proposed
method (OH) was highly evaluated. Although DL was also well-regarded, many participants
stated that judging the density of polylines was simple. Q13 is a question that assumes a task
using DetailedView, and the proposed method (DL) was also highly evaluated.

6 User study

We conducted a user study to comparatively evaluate SingDistVis. In addition to the imple-
mentation of SingDistVis, we also prepared a simple baseline implementation that displays
only the F0 trajectory of a user-selected singer as a polyline chart. In this user study, we
employed the singing dataset from four songs labeled for singing quality for 100 singers per
song [10] 2.

We invited eight participants who were all undergraduate students majoring in computer
science. We provided the participants with an instruction manual and asked them to practice

2 https://github.com/chitralekha18/SingEval
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Fig. 12 Distribution of answers for Q12 to Q13

operating the software until they understood the operating procedures described therein.
Then, we asked them to use either SingDistVis or the baseline implementation with one
of the aforementioned song datasets, and then freely search for the following four types of
singers:

T ype1: High-rated singers who sang at the correct pitch.
T ype2: High-rated singers who deliberately shifted the pitch.
T ype3: Low-rated Singers who sang at the correct pitch.
T ype4: Singers who are subjectively considered to be noteworthy.

Here, two of the four songs were randomly assigned to SingDistVis, and the other two songs
were assigned to the baseline for each participant. They were allowed to take for a maximum
of 30 minutes for each of SingDistVis and the baseline to select singers corresponded to Type
1 to Type 4.

After the task, we presented the following questions (themark *means negative questions)
to the participants and asked to answer them on a 7-point Likert scale (as an interval scale).
Some questions are similar to Q1-Q13.

Q14: I like to use it for the overall display of the singing.
Q15: It is suitable to zoom in on the interested parts.
Q16: It is easy to find high-rated singers singing at the correct pitch, high-rated singers

daring to shift the pitch, or low-rated singers singing at the correct pitch.
Q17: It is easy to discuss whether a singer who sings intentionally shifting the pitch as a

singing technique, or whether the pitch is unintentionally off due to lack of skill or
practice.

Q18: It is easy to analyze while comparing singing evaluation results and pitch accuracy.
Q19: It is easy to find singers who are subjectively felt to be noteworthy.
Q20: I would like to use it frequently.

Q21∗: I found it unnecessarily complex.
Q22: I thought it was easy to use.

Q23∗: I needed technical support to use it.
Q24: I thought it is suitable for simultaneous visualization of hundreds or thousands of

singing voices.
Q25: It is easy to find the parts where many singers are singing at the same pitch.
Q26: It is easy to find areas where participants can find large differences in singing styles

between singers.
Q27: It is easy to find high-rated singers who sang at the correct pitch.
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Q28: It is easy to find high-rated singers who deliberately shifted the pitch.
Q29: It is easy to find low-rated singers who sang at the correct pitch.

Figure 13 shows the mean of the answers of eight participants. The results show that
SingDistVis was preferable to baseline for many of the questions. In particular, a large
difference was found in Q24 (simultaneous visualization of a large number of singings) and
Q25 (finding areas where many singers sing at the same pitch), indicating that SingDistVis
is working properly as intended in this study.

On the other hand, the baseline was preferred for Q19, Q21, Q22, and Q23, indicating
that the practice time for this user study was short, or in other words, that a certain amount
of practice time is required to master SingDistVis. Meanwhile, the two participants who
supported SingDistVis in these questions had common properties: they love music but do not
have expert-level listening skills for singing. This suggests that SingDistVis is particularly
useful for users who are inquisitive about music and who would benefit from supplementing
their individual ability with visualization in the singing-search tasks. We can also see that
the baseline was more favorable in Q28. This suggests that some of the use scenarios of
SingDistVis could be realized with a simpler user interface. We would like to attempt to
improve the user interface from this perspective.

In the comments of the participants, the advantages of SingDistVis were mentioned as

• “easy to compare with other singers,”
• “easy to find similar singers,” and
• “easy to find the parts where there are variations in pitch and where everyone sings at
the same pitch.”

On the other hand, “complicated,” “too many functions,” and “too much information,” were
also pointed out.

We also checked the singing selected by the participants. Songs selected using baseline
had a lot of overlap among participants, while SingDistVis had little overlap. This suggests
that SingDistVis can be used to explore a variety of songs according to the user’s interests.

As summary, this user experiment demonstrated that the main strengths of SingDistVis
were as follows:

• simultaneous visualization and comparison of a large number of singings,

Fig. 13 The means of answers for Q14 to Q29
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• easiness to find the parts where there are variations in pitch and where everyone sings at
the same pitch, and

• exploration of a variety of singers according to the user’s interests.

Meanwhile, we found that the complicated operations and functions might be disadvantages
for someusers; therefore,wewould like to improve the current implementation by simplifying
the functions.

7 Conclusions

We proposed a visualization technique for the F0 distribution of numerous singing voices
based on the “Overview+Detail” architecture. We also presented the investigation of appro-
priate visualization parameters in the proposed design, aswell as the assessment of its efficacy.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We present the first simultaneous visualization of numerous time-series song data (not
only for the short-time local part).

• We determined suitable visualization parameters for our Overview+Detail framework
based on a subjective experiment using 1,000 singing voices.

• We confirmed that combining heatmap-based OverallView and polyline-based Detaled-
View was preferable over other combinations through subjective evaluation.

Though the subjective evaluation archived totally preferable results, we pointed out that
SingDistVis requires a certain amount of practice time because of its many functions and
complicated structures. As a future issue, we would like to simplify the implementation to
reduce the time for practice without losing the advantages of the current implementation.
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